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Abstract 

An iron-based photochemical process able to act via reductive and oxidative phases by 

tuning experimental conditions has been explored. In a first step, zero-valent iron (ZVI), 

added as steel wool, was used to reduce those pollutants reluctant to oxidative processes 

in an illuminated reservoir. Then, the iron released in the solution was employed, upon 

addition of hydrogen peroxide, to drive a photo-Fenton process. This procedure has been 

checked with a mixture of five chemicals, namely p-toluensulfonic acid, benzoic acid, p-

nitrobenzoic acid, acetaminophen and caffeic. p-nitrobenzoic acid resulted to be the most 

reluctant against oxidation but it was reduced in the absence of H2O2 to form 4-

aminobenzoic acid; the presence of salts (e.g. tap water) was required and best results 

were reached at neutral pH. As p-aminobenzoic acid can be more easily oxidized than p-

nitrobenzoic, combination of both phases is meaningful: a ZVI-based reduction followed 

by a photo-Fenton like-oxidation was employed to remove this pollutant from tested 

solutions.  
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1. Introduction 

The photo-Fenton process is one of the most widely studied among the chemical oxidative 

methods for water treatment. It consists on a combination of ferrous salts and hydrogen 

peroxide at an optimum pH of 2.8. Although reaction also occurs in the dark (dark Fenton 

or thermal Fenton), it is enhanced by UV-Visible irradiation, as the limiting reduction 

step of Fenton system becomes faster when photo-induced [1, 2]. The ability of this 

process to oxidize a wide range of pollutants under different experimental conditions is 

well established [2] and hence, increasing attention has been paid by researchers to photo-

Fenton during the last 20 years. Process variables such as pH, effect of anions or cations, 

temperature, light sources, different reactors, process costs or automatization have been 

widely investigated [3-7].  

 

Despite the potential applications of this process, some compounds cannot be efficiently 

removed by photo-Fenton, either because of the formation of non-desirable by-products 

(e.g. chlorinated species [8]) or its low reactivity due to the presence of electron-

withdrawing groups that deactivate electrophilic attack of the reactive species (e.g. nitro 

groups, sulfonates, cyano group) [9]. These inconveniences can be overcome by either 

increasing reaction time, or reagents concentrations (iron or hydrogen peroxide). 

Nevertheless, when the process is applied as tertiary treatment, the use of mild conditions 

(near neutral pH and low iron and hydrogen peroxide concentrations [10, 11]), makes 

these approaches unattractive and requires exploration of alternative processes.    

 

Zero valent iron (ZVI) is a process based on the ability of elemental iron to act as reducing 

agent (standard redox potential of -0.44 V), which can be employed for decontamination 
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of water and groudwater [12,13]. It has been used to remove different types of pollutants 

from water such as chlorinated compounds, arsenic, nitrate, dyes or nitro-aromatic 

compounds [14-16]. The reaction mechanism of contaminants reduction by ZVI is 

complex [17] and, at least, the manifold of equations given below (1-8) should be 

considered [18].  As can be inferred, pH of the medium plays an important role, especially 

regarding to the formation of precipitates (reactions 3-5). Furthermore, it has been 

reported that pH has a significant effect on the oxidation of more soluble Fe(II) species 

into Fe(III) [19]. 

 

Fe0 + 2H+  Fe2+ + H2        (1) 

2Fe0 + O2 + H2O  2Fe2+ + 4OH-        (2) 

Fe2+ + 2H2O  Fe(OH)2 + 2H+       (3) 

6Fe2+ + O2 + 6H2O  2Fe3O4 + 12H+      (4) 

4Fe2+ + O2 + 10H2O  4Fe(OH)3 + 8H+      (5) 

4Fe2+ + O2 + 6H2O  4FeOOH + 8H+      (6) 

Fe0 + O2 +2H+  Fe2+ + H2O2       (7) 

Fe2+ + H2O2  Fe3+ + ·OH + OH-       (8) 

 

As iron is oxidized, ferrous salts are released into the solution. In this way, oxidizing 

phases, based on (photo)-Fenton chemistry may also occur, in particular if  hydrogen 

peroxide is added to the reaction mixture [20]. In fact, both processes could coexist, but 

one of them would be favored, according to the experimental conditions. For this reason, 

studying coupled process of reduction-oxidation would be meaningful for some niche 

applications, such as treatment of effluents containing pollutants reluctant to chemical 

oxidation [9]: a first reducing step will be applied to modify reluctant substances into 
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more labile by-products, that will be in turn oxidized in a photo-Fenton based oxidative 

step. Furthermore, iron cations released by corrosion of ZVI will be employed in the 

photo-Fenton process. However. Most of the studies using ZVI as source of iron for 

photo-Fenton involves the coexistence of iron and the pollutant in the same reactor, 

involving that the reducing phase is suppressed, hydrogen peroxide is employed in 

corrosion of iron and the presence of solids results in light scattering. For this purpose, it 

is necessary to develop a methodology that separates reducing and oxidizing steps.  

 

With this background, the aim of this work is to study a combined ZVI-photo-Fenton 

process. As factors influencing the photo-Fenton process are well-known, special 

emphasys will be made on the reductive phase. For this purpose a mixture of five 

pollutants, p-toluensulfonic acid, benzoic acid, p-nitrobenzoic acid, acetaminophen and 

caffeic (see Figure 1 for structures) has been employed. They are aromatic compounds 

bearing different functional groups. These compounds present, at least, an acid group and 

a nitro and a sulfonate group. Commercial steel wool has been used as an iron source and 

a reaction set-up able to separate ZVI-based reduction and photo-Fenton has been 

employed.  

 

2. Experimental 

2.1. Reagents. 

High purity acetaminophen, caffeine, benzoic acid, p-nitrobenzoic acid and p-

toluensulfonic acid and were supplied by Sigma-Aldrich. Sulphuric acid (96%), ferrous 

sulphate (99%), hydrogen peroxide (30%) and acetonitrile (HPLC grade) were purchased 

by Panreac. The water matrix used was Milli-Q grade and tap water (pH = 7.4, inorganic 

carbon = 52 mg/L, conductivity = 510 S/cm). The commercial steel wool can be 
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classified as medium grade with a fiber thickness of ca. 0.06 mm. This product presents 

cylindrical form (6.5 cm long, 3.5 cm of diameter) and its weight was 6 g. A picture 

obtained by SEM is provided as supplementary information (Figure S1) 

 

2.2. Chemical reactions  

The experimental set-up employed in the combined ZVI-photo-Fenton process can be 

observed in Figure 2. The steel wool was placed into a cylindrical container placed over 

an open glass reactor with magnetic stirring. The solution was continuously recirculated 

from the open reactor to the steel wood at a flow rate of 20 mL/min using a peristaltic 

pump PR7 (SEKO). A solar simulator (Oriel Instruments, Model 81160 equipped with a 

300W xenon lamp) whose emission spectrum closely matches the solar one was 

employed to irradiate the open glass reactor. 

 

The target solution consisted in a mixture of the five pollutants at an initial concentration 

of  5 mg/L each. For each experiment, the reactor was loaded with 250 mL of solution. 

The pH was adjusted to the desired value by dropwise addition of sulphuric acid or 

sodium hydroxide. When needed, hydrogen peroxide (12-60 mg/L range) was added. 

Samples were periodically collected from the reactor and filtered through 0.45 µm nylon 

filters (Millipore Millex-HN) before analyses. Eventually, the sample was diluted (1:3 

v/v) with methanol in quench the photo-Fenton process. 

 

2.3. Chemical analysis 
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Pollutants concentration was determined by high performance liquid chromatography. 

The apparatus was a LaChrom from Merck-Hitachi equipped with autosampler and diode 

array detector. A reverse phase column LiChrospher® 100 RP-18 (5m) was used and a 

mixture of 1mM sulfuric acid and acetonitrile (50% v/v) were employed as a mobile phase 

in a flow rate of 1.2 mL/min.  

    

The variation of the dissolved organic carbon (DOC) was measured using a Shimadzu-

VCHP TOC analyzer which was fed by an autosampler system. The concentration of iron 

species in the water was measured according to the o-phenanthroline standardized 

spectrometric procedure (ISO 6332).  

 

3. Results and discussion 

3.1. Simultaneous processes. Affecting factors.  

A first experiment was carried out with Milli Q water at the natural pH solution (3.5) in 

the absence of hydrogen peroxide. These conditions are expected to be favorable for the 

reducing phase, as the photo-Fenton process cannot happen without peroxide. Figure 3 

shows that the process was clearly inefficient, as pollutants removal was negligible after 

90 min, as only a slight decrease (ca. 5%) of nitrobenzoic acid was observed. In 

agreement, the amount of iron released into the solution was wery low (less than 0.3 

mg/L) 

 

When a low amount of hydrogen peroxide (two additions of 12 mg/L each, one after 5 

min of reaction and the second one after 30 min) was added, the behavior was clearly 

different (Figure 4). In this case, a significant concentration of iron was found in the 
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solution (until 3.5 mg/L, which is an order of magnitude above the previous experiment), 

most probably due to oxidation of ZVI by the peroxide. All five pollutants were removed 

in different degrees: ca. 75% of elimination were reached for benzoic, acetaminophen and 

caffeine; p-toluensulfonic also yield the same photodegradation although reaction was 

slower in the initial stages. On the contrary, nitrobenzoic was the most recalcitrant to this 

process. In this second experiment, the predominance of a photo-Fenton based oxidative 

phase can be postulated and the order of reactivity is ruled by the presence of deactivating 

groups in the aromatic ring (sulfonic or nitro) [21, 22]  

 

Experiments were repeated using tap water, as the presence of salts might play a 

paramount role on the corrosion of iron. The pH was adjusted to 3.5 (which was the pH 

of distilled water), 7.5 (natural pH of tap water) and to an intermediate value, 5.5. Figure 

5 shows results obtained at all those pH and with or without H2O2. At pH = 3.5 and 

without H2O2, corrosion of iron was increased (more than 12 mg/L) because of the 

presence of electrolytes in the solution that favors iron corrosion, as reported by Triszcz 

et al. [17]. Significant removal of p-nitrobenzoic was observed; interestingly, this 

compound was the more reluctant to oxidation. This could be in agreement with the 

predominance of the reducing step in the absence of peroxide. Hence, reduction of p-

nitrobenzoic could explain this behavior, as will be discussed in section 3.2.    

 

Although the same qualitative behavior could be observed at pH= 5.5 and 7.5 (important 

iron release, removal of p-nitrobenzoic acid and no effect on the other pollutants), some 

quantitative differences could be found: a) the rate of removal of p-nitrobenzoic acid 

increased with increasing pH and b) the amount of iron in solution slightly decreased with 

increasing pH. This could be explained by a competitive effect of H2 evolution (equation 
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1) with the reduction of p-nitrobenzoic. At acidic medium, the presence of higher 

concentrations of H+ makes equation 1 more likely, while the reverse is true at neutral 

medium [17]. Differences in iron concentration might be attributed either to a faster 

corrosion of iron at acidic medium or to a lower solubility of these species at neutral pH. 

In fact, significant pH increase can be observed in all cases (ca. 1 unit) which is in 

agreement H+ consumption.  

 

Experiments were repeated at the same pH values in the presence of H2O2 (12 mg/L at t= 

5 min and t= 30 min). Figure 5 (right column) shows very similar behavior as Figure 4 

(in Milli Q water). This means that the photo-Fenton process is clearly predominating vs. 

the reductive step. There was a decrease in the degradation rate of the pollutants at 

increasing pH values, which is in agreement with the behavior on the Fenton system. 

However, in experiments carried out at pH 5.5 and 7.5 there was an enhanced degradation 

of p-nitrobenzoic acid after t= 45 min, in coincidence with the exhaustion of H2O2 from 

the reaction medium. This shows that beyond this point, the reductive process became 

predominating. This result is interesting as it shows that oxidation/reduction can be 

combined by tuning the experimental conditions. Putting all the results together, acidic 

pH and the presence of hydrogen peroxide favors the oxidative photo-Fenton process and 

milder pH, high conductivity and the absence of H2O2 shifts the process towards the 

reductive phase.  

 

3.2. Mechanistic issues 

At this stage, it is interesting to study the intermediates formed in the removal of p-

nitrobenzoic acid under reductive conditions.  HPLC analysis of treated samples allowed 

identification of 4-aminobenzoic acid by comparison of retention time with that of a 
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standard solution of this compound. This by-product is in agreement with literature, as p-

aminophenol was detected in the reduction of p-nitrophenol [23] and aniline was the 

major reduction by product of nitrobenzene [24]. In fact, we have proven with our system 

that under the reductive conditions nitrobenzene undergoes aniline as the only product. 

All these data prove that ZVI is able to reduce the nitro group under selected experimental 

conditions (Figure 6). 

 

This reductive step had two desirable effects on the process: a) continuous release of iron 

in the solution b) conversion of deactivating nitro group into amine, which could be more 

labile to chemical oxidation. Iron corrosion might help to keep a certain concentration of 

iron in solution (4 to 12 mg/L according to Figure 5), generating in situ new iron cations, 

which replaces the ones precipitating as photo-chemically non-active oxides or 

hydroxides. Hence, once the parent pollutant has been reduced, hydrogen peroxide can 

be added to drive a mild photo-Fenton process.  

 

In order to check that 4-aminobenzoic can be more easily oxidized that 4-nitrobenzoic 

acid, a solution containing same amount of both compounds (25 mg/L) was submitted to 

a photo-Fenton process at an initial pH of 5.5, an iron concentration of 5mg/L (added as 

ferrous sulphate) and an amount of hydrogen peroxide of 60 mg/L. The relative 

concentration of both chemicals vs. time can be shown in Figure 7. Data was fitted to a 

pseudo-first order kinetics, and the k values were obtained from the slope of the plot. In 

fact, degradation of aminobenzoic was faster than nitrobenzoic acid; the rate constant 

obtained for the first compound (0.026 min-1) was trice higher than for the nitro compound 

(0.0087 min-1). This 1:3 ratio is in agreement with data reported by Buxton el al [25] 
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where the bimolecular kinetic constant obtained for the reaction of ·OH with the amino 

compound (8.2·109 Lmol-1s-1) was 3.2 higher than that measured for the nitrobenzoic acid 

(2.6·109 Lmol-1s-1).  

 

3.3. Coupled processes 

 

A logical step forward consists in coupling both processes: first a ZVI reducting step to 

deal with the nitro group in the absence of H2O2, followed by a photo-Fenton based 

oxidation upon addition of peroxide after exhaustion of the parent nitro compound, also 

using the iron released in the first stage. As only p-nitrobenzoic suffered reduction, the 

mixture of 5 pollutants was substituted by another one containing only 4-nitrobenzoic at 

a concentration equivalent cumulative amount of chemicals in the mixture (25 mg/L). 

Another important issue to be addressed was the operating pH, as high values are 

beneficial for the ZVI-reductive step and the reverse is true for photo-Fenton; 

furthermore, pH is increased in the ZVI process. For this reason, an initial pH of 5.5 was 

selected.  

 

As shown in Figure 8, complete reduction of p-nitrobenzoic acid was achieved after 120 

hours re-circulation through the steel wool. At same time, the oxidation of the ZVI 

released iron in solution in an appreciable amount; the final pH was 6.7. At this point, 

hydrogen peroxide (30 mg/L) was added, recirculation stopped and the cylindrical reactor 

was irradiated to run a photo-Fenton reaction. Even under these unfavorable conditions 

(neutral pH, high initial pollutant concentration, final [Fe] = 4 mg/L), aminobenzoic acid 

was removed (80%) after 60 minutes of photo-Fenton process, thus showing that this 
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procedure might be applicable and deserves further research. For instance, some of the 

inconveniences could be overcome if the pollutants are found al low concentrations 

(emerging pollutants are typically in the μg/L or even ng/L range [26]).  Addition of 

controlled amounts of peroxide might allow simultaneous combination of reducing and 

oxidizing phases at different parts of the reactor; eventually, also pH modification could 

be necessary. Finally, formation of iron complexes can extend the efficient pH domain 

for photo-Fenton to circumneutral values, and should be studied in future work [27]. 

 

4. Conclusions 

 

A procedure combining reductive and oxidizing steps has been demonstrated to be 

promising to deal pollutants difficult to oxidize. The procedure has the advantage of 

performing the reducing and oxidizing steps in different parts of the reactor, and the 

possibility of favoring each one by tuning the experimental conditions. Furthermore, 

some drawbacks of using ZVI as source of iron for photo-Fenton can be overcome, such 

as light scattering by solid iron particles or consumption of H2O2 by iron. 

 

However, further research is still required to assess the real applicability of the process: 

a) optimizing operational parameters such as pH or H2O2 dosage, b) studding the 

performance at low concentrations of pollutants, c) applying novel trends to extend photo-

Fenton at mildly acidic pH (e.g. complexing agents) and d) to apply this methodology to 

other families of compounds that cannot be easily oxidized (e.g perfluorinated molecules 

such as flame retardants or chlorinated organics).  
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Figure 1: Chemical structures of the pollutants used in this work; from left to right and 

from top to bottom: Benzoic acid, p-toluensulfonic acid, 4-nitrobenzoic acid, caffeine and 

acetaminophen. 
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Figure 2: Experimental set-up employed in the process 
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Figure 3: Plot of the relative concentration of the studied pollutants vs. time in the 

presence of ZVI in Milli-Q water at pH = 3.5. Concentration of iron in solution is shown 

in the right axis. 
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Figure 4: Plot of the relative concentration of the studied pollutants vs. time in the 

presence of ZVI in Milli-Q water at pH = 3.5, upon addition of hydrogen peroxide. 

Concentration of iron in solution is shown in the right axis. 
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Figure 5: Plot of the relative concentration of the studied pollutants vs. time in the 

presence of ZVI in tap water at three different pH: 3.5 (above), 5.5 (middle) and 7.5 

(bottom). Experiments in the left column are carried out in the absence of hydrogen 

peroxide, while those on the right were performed with this reagent. Concentration of iron 

in solution is shown in the right axis. 
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Figure 6: Reduction of p-nitrobenzoic acid to form p-aminobenzoic acid. 
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Figure 7: Plot of the relative concentration of 4-nitrobenzoic acid and 4-aminobenzoic 

acid along a photo-Fenton process 
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Figure 8: Plot of the relative concentration of 4-nitrobenzoic acid and 4-aminobenzoic 

acid along a combined process consisting a reductive phase (ZVI) afollowed by an 

oxidation (photo-Fenton) upon H2O2 addition. 


